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Congressional Policy Guidance 
Should improve Military 
Hospital .Planning 
Department of Defense . - . 

Defense is undertaking a medical facility 
modernization program estimated to cost 
62.9 billion and to ccntinue through fiscal 
year 1980. 

In July 1976, the Congress gave Defense. 

--A method for determining the number 
of acute care hospital beds for active 
duty members and their dependents. 

--Guidance on providing acute care beds 
for other eligrble beneficrarles. 

--Gurdance on providing for specialized 
medical faciiitles and other military re- 
qurrements. -- - 

--Direction on the coordinatmn needed 
between the Federal and civilian set 
tom 

Prompt mplementatron of these guldelros 
should Improve Defense’s hospital plannrng 
and enable the Congress to make more In. 
formed decisions when considering the need 
for future hospitals. 
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The Honorable George Mahon 
Chairman, Appropriations Committee 
Housa of Representatives 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

This report is in response. to your October 28, 1975, 
request asking us to review the planning for three military 
hospitals included in the Department of Defense’s fiscal year 
1977 budget request--Fort Campbell Army Hospital, Orlando 
aJava Sospital, and the Altus Air Force Base Rospital. 

During the process of our review, the Conqress approved 
funds for the three hospitals and provided policy guidance 
to the Department of Defense on hospital planning. Tber e- 
fore, as agreed with your office, the report now focuses on 
the congressional guidance provided and action the Defense 
Cepa-tment needs to take to insure that future hospital plan- 
ning is in accordanss with this policy guidanse, . 

The report also di$susses our mcdel for determining acute 
care bed needs in military hospitals and its application to 
the hospitals included in the Department’s fiscal year 1977 
budget r+xp.test. The model used in aeteemininq hospital size 
was developed as part of OUP earlier toview of planning for 
the San Diego Naval Hospital. Our method of determining hos- 
pital size has been accepted by the Department of Defense as 
more precise than its planning criteria for measuring acute 
care bed needs. 

The Department’s written comments have not been itxluded 
in this report because they addressed issues included in the 
draft report which no lonqer apply in view of resent sonqres- 
sional action. We have discussed the final report with appro- 
pr iate Depart-ment off isials. 1 

Comptroller General 
of the United Statss 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S C3NGRESSIONAL POLICY GUIDANCE 
REPORT TO THE COMMITTEE ON SHOULD IMPROVE MILITARY 
APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF HOSPITAL PLANNING 
REPRESENTATIVES Department of Defense 

_ . ..%_. 
_ . 

DIGEST -w---e 
The Department of Defense is undertaking 
a health facilities modernization program 
estimated to cost $2.9 billion and to con- 
tinue through fiscal year 1980. The House 
Committee on Appropriations asked GAO to 
review the planning for three hospitals 
included in Defense's fiscal year 1977 
budget request-- the Fort Campbell Amy 
Hospital, the Orlando Naval Hospital, and 
the Altus Air Fcrce Hospital. 

During an earlier review of the planned 
San Diego Naval Hospital, l/ GAO developed 
a model for determining a&e care bed needs 
in military hospitals. The model was used 
when reviewing the proposed Fort Campbell 
and Orlando hospitals (see pp. 14, 16). 
The model was not applied to the proposed 
Altus hospital because the patient workload 
data base was too smdll. However, GAO did 
analyze historical workload data and De- 
fense's size estimate for the Altus hos- 
pital. 

The GAO model for determining acute care 
bed needs and the size analysis for each 
hospital are discussed in chapter 3. In 
July 1976, the Congress approved funds 
for the three hospitals. 

After GAO completed fieldwork on the three 
hospitals, the Committee requested the in- 
formation GAO had gathered. It was provided 
and was used by the Committee during its 

;/"Policy Changes and l4ore Realistic Planning 
Can Reduc_e..Size of New San Diego Naval Bos- -- 
pital,' MD-76-117, Apr. 7, 1976. 

w Jpm removal. ttm report i 
covw date should be noted hereon. 
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fiscal year 1977 military construction hear- 
ings. Also, on May 2, 1976, GAO reported to 
the Committee on the results of its size 
analysis of the proposed Orlando Naval Hospi- 
tal (MWD-76-127). 

Both the report on the San Diego hospital 
and the Information GAO gave the Congress 
regarding the three hospitals were in- 
strumental in Congress decision to pro- 
vide Defense with policy guidance in July 
1976 on the method to be used for determin- 
ing acute care bed ?eeds and other matters 
affecting future military hospital plan- 
ning. A synopsis of the congressional 
policy guidance follows. 

--Acute care hospital bed requirements 
for active duty members and their de- 
pendents throughout the Defense hos- 
pital system should be calculated with 
the GAO model for determining hospital 
size using teaching hospital data ta 
determine the size of a teaching hos- 
pital and nonteach;ng hospital data 
to determine the size of a nonteaching 
hospital. <See p. 6.) 

--Defense should carefully review the 
adequacy of its guidelines on provid- 
ing beds for retirees and dependents 
of retired and deceased members. While 
the review is underway, beds for these 
beneficiaries should be provided in 
accordance with exist$ng guidelines 
which permit the bed requirements for 
active duty members and their depend- 
dents to be increased by 5 percent in 
nonteaching hospitals and 10 percent 
in teaching hospitals. (See p. 3.) 

--Basic bed requirements calculated using 
the GAO model may be adjusted to ptOQid8 
for such legitimate program factors as 
mobilization requirements and such 
specialized facilities as a burn center. 
Eowever, such adjustments must be fully 

--. 
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justif ied%Rd supported and requested 
as add-ohs to the basic bed requirements. 
(See p. 6.) 

--Basic requirements should not include 
beds for beneficiaries currently re- 
ceiving care in civilian hospitals 
under the Civilian Health and k4edical 
Program of the Uniformed Services. 
However, the Congress will consider 
providing beds for these benefici- 
aries in new hospitals provided in- 
house treatment is less costly to 
the Government as a whole. (See 
P. 6.1 

--Defense should develop policies to mske 
cost effective use of existing adequate 
Federal and civilian hospitals and 
should plan future bed capacity with 
other Federal and civilian health care 
representatives, (See p. 7.) 

In addition, the Congress gave Defense 
specific guidance for planning the nev 
San Diego Naval Hospital. 

., “. 
The Congress’ has given De&se clear 
direction which should improve the plan- 
ning of new military hospitals. To the 
extent future hospitals are planned based 
on this policy guidance, Congress should 
be able to better identify and consider 
the beds required to support the basic 
medical needs of the beneficiary popula- 
tion and beds required for other valid 
puposes. (See P. 8.) 

Tne Secretary of Defense should promptly 
develop specific instructions to implement 
the policy guidance and ‘communicate those . 
instwctions to Army, Navy, and Air Force 
officials responsible for planning military 
hospitals. (See p. 8.) 

iii 
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CHAPTER 1 

In February 1972 the Secretary of Defense approved an 
accelerated medical facilities modernization program to oe 
accomplished in fiscal years 1974-78. Because 0L delays, 
the target date nas now been extended througn 1980. The 
total cost is estimated to be $2.9 billion. The Departn-..t 
of Defense (DOD) requested $145 million in its fiscal ye:: 
1977 oudget to construct and renovate nospitals and coldted 
facilities. Xpproximately ;LO6 million of this amoun: w=c 
to be used to replace the Fort Campbell Army Hospital in ' * 
Kentucky, the Orlando Naval Hospital in Florida, and me 
bltus Air Force aase Hosgitai in Oklahoma. 

At the request of tne Chairman, Committee on Ap~rz~ ‘a- 
tions, Youse of RepreSentati-JeS (see app. I), we reviec rl.1 
DOD’s planning for these hospitals. ._ 

CONS'ZRUCTION AND USE OF --I------- 
MEDICAL FACILITI@ --- 

Section 4087 of title 10 of the United States i;c-?ic 
provides that space for inoatient care in silitary frcili- -' 
ties may be planned for aciive duty members, dependeprs >L 
active duty members, retirees, and dependents of retl:=d 
and deceased members. Tne legislation gives the Secretary 
of Defense authority to limit the space planned for tnt 
beneficiaries as follows: 

‘The amount of space so programmed shall be 
limited to that amount determined by the 
Secretary concerned tg be ne.cessary to sup- 
port teaching and training requirements in 
uniformed services facilities, except that 
,pace may be programmed in areas having a 
arge concentration of retired members and 
neir dependents where ther; is also a pro- 

jected critical shortage of community facili- _I 
ties:' 

-- Sections 1072 and 1076 of title l&provide that depen- 
dents of active duty lnemoers, retirees ,and dependents of - 
retired and deceased ;nembers are entitled to receive medical 
care in military hospitals suoject to the availability of 
space, facilities, and staff. These beneficiaries are also 
authorized to receive aedical care from civilian sources 
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under tne Civilian Health and dedical Prcgram of the 
Uniformed Services (CHArlPlJS). 

. . _ 

Before using civilian facilities, retirees and all de- 
pende;:ts residing within 4U’miles of a miiitary medical 
facility must obtain a nonavailability statement from en 
official at tnat military hospital certifying tnat it is 
not practical, or the facility is unable, to furnisn tne 
required inpatient care. However, DOD implementing instruc- 
tions provide exceptions to this general rule in certain 
circumstances. 

Tne Government pays most of the costs of sedical care 
provided in civilian facilities. All retirees and the de- 
pendents of retired and deceased members +no are eligible 
for Medicare lose tneir CHArWJS benefits upx~ reac?ing 
age 65. Tnese beneficiaries are still eligible for care 
in military facilities and some for care in Veterans Admin- 
istration facilities. 

‘The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Bealth Affairs 
is responsible for (1) reviewing nealtn matters witnin 
DOD, including the consesuction of military hospitals, and 
(2) assisting tne Secretary of Defense tiith the healtn and 
medicai aspects of MD policies, plans* and programs. he 
$Iatyeon General of each service is responsible for deter- 
mining requirements fot nospitals in accordance tiith 
established DOD policies and procedures, 

DOD’s criteria for determining the size of nospitals 
is in draft form, aated May 15, 1974. it provides 4 acute 
care beds per 1,000 active duty members and 4 acute care 
oeds per 1,000 dependents of active duty mamoers. Space is 
included for retirees and dependents of retired and deceased 
members by adding 5 percent in nonteacninq nospitals and 
10 percent in teaching hospitals to the space provided for 
active duty members and their dependents. 

According to MD, the 1C-percent factor for teaching 
hospitals was determined during meetings in 1966 and 1967 
between DOQand the .kqerican Medical Association accredit- 
ing boards for tne medical special,tics. After considering -- -, 
several alternatives, the Secretary of Defense selected 5 
and 10 percent as appropriate planning factors. 

Army and Navy plans ‘for the nospitalz in the 1977 
budget were based on the DOD draft cr ltetia. The Air Force 
plans, nowever 8 were oased on a 1968 DOD criterion unich 
uses past nospital use data to estimate future hospital oed 
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requirements. DOD generally adjusts bed estimates when 
necessary to reflect the provisions in its draft criteria. 

INFOfMATIOci PRLVIOUS.r,Y SUPPLIED ---- ------------ 
TO THE CORGRESS AtiD RESULTIrlG ACTIONS ------a --------- 

On April 7, 1976, we issued a report entitled 'Policy 
Cnanges and Hoce Realistic Planning Can Reduce Size of 
New San Diego Naval Hospital, ‘(MWD-76-117). In tnat report 
we recommended that DOD change its criteria for determin- 
ing the acute care bed needs for new military hospitals be- 
cause it: 

--Did not accurately reflect actual or expected demand 
for acute care beds. 

--Provided bed capacity to absorb the CHAMPUS workload 
into the military health care system. 

--Provided for a substantial number of beds, in some 
instances, to treat retirees and dependents of 
retired and deceased members when there were acute 
care aeds availaole in nearby civilian facilities. 

We proposed a new method for determining acute care bed re- 
quirements which, basically, accumulated actual length of 
stay data for each patient in a military hospital, adjusted 
it to reflect tne average lengtn of stay data of comparaole 
patients in civilian hOSpita& , and calculated the number 
of acute care beds needed based on tne ad jested data. In 
commenting on our report, DOD said that our model was 
sound and represented another step forward in the area of 
planning the size of hospital facilities. 

In the report on the San Diego Naval Hospital we also 
noted existing opportunities to further reduce the number 
of acute care neds needed in a new military nospital. These 
opportunities were addressed in two fundamental questions: 

1. Should new-hospital facilities be built to support 
the medical needs of all segments of the current 
beneficiary population--active duty members, their 
dependents, retirees, and dependents of retired 
and deceased memets --or snould some 1 imitation be 
specified? 

2. Should some eligible beneficiaries be treated at 
otner nearby Federal nospitals whicn nave large 
excess bed capacities? 

3 



After- completing our fieldwork on the Port Campcell, 
Orlando, aud Altus nospitals, we were asked to provide tne 
House Appropriations Committee Witn the information we 
nad gatnered. This informatix, provided on Marcn 31, 1976, 
was used by the Committee during its fiscal year 1977 mil- 
itary construction hearings. 

On May 2, 1376, we reported to the committee on the 
results of our analysis of the size of the proposed Orlando 
cJava1 Yospita: (MWD-76-127). Tne co nmi ttee used tnis in- 
formation durir.g its market, session on DOD’s fiscal year 
1377 military construction requer t. 

Both the report on the San Diego hospital and the in- 
formation we gave the Congress on the three hospitals in- 
cluded in DOD’s fiscal year 1977 oudget request were in- 
strumental in tire Congress decision to give DOD policy 
guidance on the criteria to be used in determining hospital 
size and other matters affecting future military nospital 
planning. When tne Congress provided this policy guidance 
to DOD in the “House of Representatives Conference Report 
No. 94-1314,” July 1976, it also approved $100.8 million 
to construct the three military hospitals which were the 
subject of our review. Accordingly, as agreed to by tne 
committee, this report now focuses on what DOD must do to 
carry out the Congress policy guidance rather than on the 
three nospitals included in its fiscal year 1977 budget 
request. 

DOD’s written comments addressed the version of tnis 
report which focused on the three hospitals. *cause tnase 
comments were made without the benefit of tne congressional 
policy guidance and because they raised issues wnich are 
no longer pertinent in vi.ew of the recent congressional ac- 
tion, they are not included in this report. we have, Row- 
ever, discussed this report with appropriate DOD officials 
and their comments art incorporated where appropriate. 

--- 
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I- ._ 

CONGRESSIONAL POLICY GUIDANCE SHOULD I__--- 
MPROVE DOD'S dETHOD FOR -I_ 

PLANNING FUTURE MILITARY HOSPITALS - 

The Congress has provided DOD with policy guidance on 
several issues which should substantially improve future 
mi.'itary hospital planning. Some of these issues were called 
to the Congress attention in our previous report on the plan- 
ning for the new San Diego Naval Hospital, 

Overall, the policy guidance gave DOD clear direction 
on the method to be used in (1) planning for acute care beds 
in military hospitals for all beneficiaries and (21 providing 
for specialized facilities and other military requirements. 
In addition, the guidance called for greater coordination 
among Fede:al agencies and civilian sectors in future hospi- 
tal planning. Prompt implementation of this policy guidance 
should improve DDD’s planning for future military hospitals-- 
including those to be constructed as part of its $2.9 billion 
medical facility modernization progr&.;;r. 

CONGRESSIONAL POLICY GUIDANCE --- --- 

In July 1976, the Congress adopted the conference report 
on the military construction appropriations bill for fiscal 
year 1977, which provided DOD with policy guidance concerning 
the following issues: 

--The method to be used by DOD to determine acute care 
bed requirementr for military hospitals. 

--The accommodation c,f the CEW4POS workload. 

--The planning of acute care beds for retirees and 
dependents of retired and deceased military personnel. 

--The use of nearby exi3ting Federal and civilian health 
care facilities, 

--The size of the Sal! Diego Naval Hospital. 

J. 
.  .  

_- 
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Determining acute care bed requirements 

The conference report stated that acute care bed 
requirements for active duty members and their dependents 
throughout the Dt!ferise hospital system should be calculated 
with our model for determining hospital size using teaching 
hospital data to determine the size of a teaching hospital 
and nonteaching hospital data to determine the size of a non- 
teaching hospital. The method is to be used consistently when 
determining the size of hospitals throughout the DOD hospital 
system. Exceptions -could be made for very small hospital& 
where our method may have limited application because of the 
small workload data base generated by those facilities. 

DOD said that gur method for determining hospital size 
would be used until a mare restrictive policy, which in- 
cludes matters not detailed in .the conference report, could 
be developed tnd carried out. 

According to the conference report, acute care bed re- 
quirements could be adjusted to provide for legitimate program 
factors such as mobilization requirements and such specialized 
facilities as a burn center. However, such adjustments must 
bc fully justified and supported, and shculd be requested as 
add-ons to the basic hospital size needed to meet the require- 
ments of active cilty members and their dependents calculated 
using our method for determining hospital size. 

CRAMPUS workload 

The conference report also discussed section 7S0 of 
Public Law 94-212 which directed retirees and dependents 
residing within 40 miles of a military medical facility to 
seek care at that facility. l/ If care could not be provided 
there, the beneficiary would-be authorized to obtain care in 
a civilian hospital under the CEIAHPUS program. This legisla- 
tion was designed to reduce the CHAMPUS workload and increase 
the use of existing military medical facilities. 

The conference report reaffirmed that the intent of sec- 
tion 750 was to increase the use of beds in existing military 
hospitals and it was not be to used as a rationale for justi- -. .- 
fying the need for additional a-cute care beds. The report in- 
dicated however, that the Congress would consider providing 
beds in new military hospitals-or in hospital facilities which 

i/Restrictive language repeated in sec. 742 of DOD’s fiscal 
year 1977 Appropriation Act--Public Law 94-419. 
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are being extensively modified--for beneficiaries now receiv- 
ing care under the CHAMPUS program--provided the cost of such 

-in-house treatment was less costly to the Government as a 
whole, and such a determination was supported by careful 
economic analysis. _ 

Providing beds for retirees 
and dependents or tetlred and 
deceased members 

The conference report directed DOD to carefully review 
its guidelines for providing bed capacity for retirees and 
dependents of retired and deceased members. Until the review 
was completed, the Congress suggested that DOD follow the 
existing guidelines which provide for increases of 5 percent 
in planning nonteaching hospitals and 10 percent in planning 
teaching hospitals. The review was considered necessary 
because : 

--The guidelines were- establ-fshed several years aqo. 

--Military medical teaching programs have changed. 

--The retired military population has been increasihg 
and has tended to concentrate in certain areas. 

Use of other nearby Federrl 
and czvlllan facilities 

The conference report expressed the view that in order 
tcr maximixe the effect of Federal dollars already spent and 
to insure that health care facilities are not overbuilt, 
better coordination is needed among Federal agencies and 
civilian medical sectors. Therefore, the conference report 
recommended that DOD: 

--Develop policies to make maximum and cost effective use 
of existing adequate Federal and civilian hospitals. 

--Coordinate the planning of future bed capacity, par- 
ticularly any additional capacity for retired per- 
sonnel ; with other Federal and civilian health care 
representatives. -._- _. .._~ 

San Diego Naval Hospital ’ 
_’ 

Finally, the conference report directed the Navy to 
determine the size of the San Diego Naval Hospital, a teach- 
ing hospital , using teaching hospital data. Further , the 
report directed the.Navy to provide beds for retirees and 
dependents of retired and deceased members in accordance with 
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the existing guidelines, unless good reaso.7 was shown tc 
deviate from those guidelines. As previousiv mentioned, 
current DOD guidelines would permit an additional 10 paccent 
of the beds needed for active duty members and their depend- 
ents. In addition, the Navy‘ was specifically directed to 
follow the guidance in the conference report on the space 
to be provided for CHAMPUS patients. 

CONCLUSIONS - _ ---mm 

We believe that the Congress policy guidance has provided 
D3D with clear direction that can improve the planning of new 
military hospitals-- including those to be constructed as part 
of DOD’s $2.9 billion medical facility modernization program. 
That direction calls for greater recognition of military 
hospitals as an integral part of the Nation’s total health 
care capability and greater interaction among DOD and other 
Federal and civilian health care representatives in future 
hospital planning. 

The policy guidance recognizes that a large portion of 
DOD’s beneficiary population is eligible for medical care in 
civilian hospitals under one or more Federal programs, or in 
other segmen’ls of the Federal-health care system. The report 
also directs DOD to use a method similar to our model for 
determining the basic requirements for hospitals acute care 
beds, Then DOD can consider additional beds for other jus- 
tifiable and supportable program factors. This approach 
should permit the Congress to better identify the beds re- 
quired to support the basic medical needs of the beneficiary 
population and those beds justified for other purposes. 

RECOMMENDATION --w-m- 

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense act promptly 
to develop specific instructions to impiement the congres- 
sional policy guidance and communicate those instructions to 
Army, Navy, and Air Force officials responsible for planning 
military hospitals. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ANALYSIS OF HOSPITAL SIZE 

As part of our review, we assessed the overall condit:on 
of three hospital facilities included in DOD’s fiscal year 
1977 budget, analyzed their workload by beneficiary category, 
and evaluated the hospital size proposed by WD. We also 
assessed the availability of excess beds in other nearby 
Federal and civilian hospitals. 

, 

i 

On March 31, 1976, we provided the Rouse Appropriations 
Committee with information on the condition of the three ex- 
isting hospitals, the proposed new construction, and the 
availability of beds in other Federal and civilian hospitals 
located near the proposed military hospital. On May 2, 1976, 
we reported to the committee on the results of our analysis 
of the size of the new Orlando Naval Eospital. The committee 
used this information when considering DOD’s fiscal year 1977 
budget request for the military medical construction program. 

This chapter describes how our hospital sizing model 
works and presents the results of our size analysis for the 
Fort Campbell and Orlando Hospitals. We did not use our model 
to analyze the size of, the Altus Hospital because we believed 
the workload data base was too small to permit a valid statis- 
tical comparison with civilian hospitals. Instead de evalu- 
ated hospital use data provided by the Air Force. 

GAO MODEL FOR DETERMINING EOSPITAL SIZE 

Our model for determining hospital size, provides an 
estimate of acute care bed needs in military hospitals by 
accumulating the actual patient workload by diagnosis and 
age group, then adjusting it to reflect data on average 
lengths of stay in civilian hospitals. The civilian hospital 
data is available from the Commission on Professional and 
Hospital Activities. 

The Commission’s Professional Activity Study (PAS) 
publishes average lengths of stay statistics by diagnostic 
category and age for patients discharged from PAS-member - 
hospitals. Statistics are published for regions of the 
United States and the country as a whole. Member hospitals - 
use PAS data as a measure of their own efficiency in treating 
patients. In analyzing the bed needs for the Fort Campbell 
Army fiospital and Orlando Naval Hospital, we used the PAS data 
for the southern region of the country for 1974 so that the 
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resulting hospital size would reflect the appropriate 
treatment pattern for that region. The PAS southern region 
statistics include data from 440 hospitals. About 33 per- 
cent of these have internship and residency programs. Of 
the total 440 hospitals, 23 had over 500 beds, 66 had between 
300 and 500 beds, and 351 had less than 300 beds. 

The PAS system has 349 primary diagnoses categorized. 
The average length of stay can be determined by knowing 
(1) the primary diagnosis, (2) if the patient had a single 
or multiple diagnosis, (3) if the patient underwent an opera- 
tion, and (4) the patient's age. The value of the data is 
enhanced by *variance' figures which allow the user to sta- 
tistically determine its degree of reliability. PAS also 
provides length-of-stay figures for various percentiles of 
the population. For example* tne length-of-stay figure at 
the 95th percentile is exceeded by only 5 percent of the 
population. 

Below is an example of data for xe diagnostic group. 

Source : ‘Length of Stay in PAS Hospitals,” Comission on 
Professional and Iiospital Activiti,+s, 1974. 
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During 1974, statistics were compiled on 3.2 million of 
the 3.4 million patients discharged from member hospitals in 
the southern region. Excluded from the statistics were pa- 
tients who (1) died, (2) transferred to another hospital, 
(3) leit against medical advice, or (4) lacked pertinent data 
items in their medical records. Patients who stayed over 
100 days are not included in the average figures but are in- 
cluded in the percentile figures. The large base enables PAS 
to provide accurate average length-of-stsy data. 

Basically, our method for determining hospital size ac- 
cumulates the actual use data of each patien&=& the military - 
hospitals and compares it with the average length of s+.ay of 
comparable patients in civilian hospitals. 

This process was accomplished by a computer program 
designed to: 

--Accumulate the actual length of stay of each patient 
discharged from each hospital during 1974. 

--Extract from the data each patient’s primary diagnosis 
and age, as well .as whether the patient had a single 
or multiple diagnosis, and whether the patient under- 
went surgery. 

--Hatch each pctient’s characteristics with those of a 
corresponding patient in the community hospitals listed 
in the PAS data. 

! 
1 
1 
i 

’ : 

--Accumulate the corresponding PAS average length of 
;;;I for patients discharged from each hospital during 

. 

Since the PAS length-of-stay statistics do not include 
patients who died or were transferred to other hospitals, ue 
used unadjusted actual length-of-stay data for these patients. 

Special consideration was also given to patients who had 
stayed in the hospital for 100 days oi longer. The PAS aver- 
age length-of-stay figures do not iwlude these individuals, 
but the PAS percentile distribution data does. We determined 
the community hospital: length of stay for each patient who 
had stayed 100 days or longer by using the PAS data cor- 
responding to the 95th percentile. 

Using the above data, we calculated (1) the total number 
of bed days for each patient discharged from each of the 



. . 

hospitals in 1974 and (2) the adjuste,? total number of bed 
days. We then determined the number of acute-care beds needed 
by calculating th c average number of beSs occupied on any 
given day and then adding a factor to allow for short-term 
random fluctuations. ’ 

Under DOD policy, the site of proposed hospitals with a 
projected tverage daily patient load of 90 patients or more 
can be based on an 80-percent use rate, while the size of 
smaller hospitals is based on a ‘If-percent use rate. Accord- 
ingly , the total number of required beds projected on the 
basis of past experience is increased 25 percent and 33 per- 
cent, respectively. 

The flow chart on the following page illustrates the se- 
quence of operation: which leads to the hospital size determi- 
nation. 
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SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS IN 
DETERYINATIBN OF HOSPITAL SIZE 
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1 
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AVERAGE LENGTHOF 
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STAY 
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PATIENT DIAG#OSIS. 

AGE. ETC.. TO FIND 
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I I 

I [LENGTH 0~ ~ 
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i 
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CARE BEDS 
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FORT CAMPBELL ARMY HOSPITAL ------ --_----------- 

The new Fort Can.; ,,L1 hospital will consist of a six- 
floor inpatient tower and two adjacent two-floor buildings 
C . ;taininq 241 acute czre beds, as well as ancillary services 
2 : outpatient clinic. . There is no provision for separate 
l,ght care facilitic in the hospital design. As of September 
1976, the new hospi+al *--as estimated to cost 558.2 million. 

Size analysis -e--e 
DOD’s estimate for 241 acute care beds at the Fort Camp- 

bell hospital was based on providing 4 beds per 1,000 active 
dut, members and their dependents, plus 5 percent more bed 
capacity for retirees and dependents of retired and deceased 
members. 

The following table compares the estimated beds needed 
based on actual use by the hospital in calendar year 1974 
with estimated beds needed based cn PAS data. 

Beneficiary category -------- es 

Beds needed in 1974 (note a) 
, &stirnateb2sed Estimate based 

on PAS data on actual use P-w- 1-p 
Number Percent Kii6er Percent -em w-s- --* - -we--- 

Active duty 126 60 172 69 
Dependent<. of active duty 1: 24 46 19 
Retirees 6 12 S 
Dependents of retired/ 

deceased 16 9 16 6 
Others S 2 2 1 -- -- -- 

Total 210 100 248 100 de = s C 
z/These estimates were based on an 80-percent occupancy rate 

in accordance with DOD policy for hospitals having an aver- 
age daily patient load of over 90. 

--- 

Analysis of active duty patients’ actual lengtb of stay in 
1974 showed an average of about 14.5 days, while patients in 

---- similar age groups with compamble diagnoses stayed an average 
of about 10.5 days in civilian hospitals. The comparison of 
bed needs in the previous table and the length-of-stay data 
above indicate that patient length of stay is not a serious 
problem at Fort Campbell. Also, during 1974. retirees and 
dependents of retired and.deceased members accounted for 
11 percent of the total beds used. 
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The 1974 bed requirements shown on page 14 are converted 
to beds-per-1,OOC factors when divided by the 1974 ?zpulati,r& 
for each beneficiary category as shown belo-.. . __. 

Estimated beds needed 
Eer 1,000 population --- 
Based on Based Population 

Beneficiary category 1974 --- -- 

Active duty 21,172 
Dependents of active duty 30,700 
Retirees 3,175 
Dependents of retired/ 

deceased 6,700 
Others 

Weighted aver;lge 

PAS data --- actual use 

0.0 a.1 
1.7 1.5 
4.1 3.8 

2.4 2.4 

3.4 1.0 

As shown above, DOD's criterion of 4 beds per 1,000 active 
duty members and their dependents does not reflect actual or 
expected use by these beneficiaries. 

Using the beds-per-l,000 factors, future bed require- 
ments can be estimated using future population estimates. 
The following table shows our projections Q( bed require- . 
ments for the Fort Campbell hospital. 

Beneficiaoy categoz -------- 

Estimated beds 
Projected 1980 needed in 1986 

population Number -Percent -me m- 

Active duty 22,488 134 61 
Dependents of active duty 31,500 
Retirees 3,175 

:t 24 
6 

De&endents of 
deceased 

rett:edf 
6,700 l'd 7 

Others c ,f 2 -w-w 

Total 63,863 220 100 -- Z 
As shown in the above chart, about 220 acute care beds 

will be needed to support the medical needs of the ptDjected 
beneficiary population if hospital use continues at the same 
rates as in the past. Eowever, ifLDQD's criter.io,l of 5 per- 
cent more beds for retirees and dependents of retired and 
deceased members were used, the number of acute care beds 
needed could be reduced to 200. 

-.- 
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Liqht care facilities -- ---I_------ 

In civilian has?itals most patients are discharged to 
their home for far:ly care when acute care is no longer re- 
quired. Often d military patient cannot return to a bar- 
racks envirr- Tent be< -use suitable care is not available. 
In these cirL,:stances light care facilities are needed to 
supplement.tht ,zute care hospital. 

Our model above showed that in 1980 about 220 acute care 
beds will be needed to meet the needs of beneficiaries if 
they continued to use the facility at the same rate as in the 
past. If the size of the hospital were determined on the 
basis of past workload data alone, about 260 beds would be 
needed. Since patient length of stay is not a serious prob- 
lem at Fort Campbell, the difference of 40 beds probably re- 
flects the need for light cute beds. The 200 acute care bed 
need, calculated using DOD's 5 percent criterion, and the 
approximate 40 light care bed requirement is consistent with 
the 241 bed size requested by DOD. 

ELAND0 NAVAL HOSPITAL 

The new Orlando Naval Hospital will consist of 134 beds: 
88 medical and surgical, 8 obstetrical, and 8 intensive and 
coronary care. As of September 1976, it was estimated to 
cost about $24 aillion. 

Size anaQ.sis ---- - 

DOD’s estimate of 104 acute care beds for the new Orlando 
hospital was based on its criterion of 4 beds per 1,000 active 
duty members and their dependents, plus S percent more capac- 
ity for retirees and dependents of retired and deceased 
members. 

Using our model for determining hospital size. we cal- 
culated the number of beds needed to support the hospital’s 
beneficiary population in 1974. The following table compares, 
by beneficiary category, the estimated number of bqds needed 

i _ 

based cn actual use with the estimated number needed based on 
PAS data. 
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Beds needed in 1974 (nate a) 
Estimate based Estimate:= .'- . 

on PAS data on actual use 
Number Percent Number -- Beneficiary categoiy 

Active duty 
Dependents of active duty 
Retirees 
Dependents of retired/ 

deceased 
Others 

Total 

22 42 34 
12 11 9 

-28 31 35 29 

28 31 32 26 ___ 
4 4 3 2 a- -- 

91 100 123 100 
= = 

a/The estimates in the above table were based on an 80-percent 
occupancy rate in accordance with DOD’s policy for hospitals 
having an average daily patient load over 90. 

Our analysis of the average length of stay data for ac- 
tive duty patients at the Orlando hospital in 1974 showed an 
average of about 13.5 days , while patients with comparable 
diagnoses stayed an average of 6.4 days in civilian hospitals. 

The average length-of-stay data- and the difference of 
22 beds needed for active duty members, as shown in the table 
above, indicates that some patients are staying in acute care 
beds longer than necessary. de did not evaluate in detail 
the reasons for excessive lengths of stay at Orlando. Hov- 
ever l our review of the San Diego Naval Hospital shoved that 
excessive lengths of stay were due primarily to administra- 
tive delays and lack of light care facilities. 

The previous table also shovs that retirees and depend- 
ents of retired and deceased members made up about 55 percent 
of the hospital’s inpatient workload; this high percentage . 
of usage is consistent with statistics of previous years. _ .., 

The bed requirements shown above are converted to beds- 
per-l,000 factors by dividing the number of beds by the 1974 
population for each beneficiary category as shown on the next 
Page. 

--. . - _ --- 
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Estimated beds needed 
ger 1,Clc)O population 

Population Based on 
- ----- 

Based on 
Beneficiary cateqoty -c_--- 

Active duty 
Dependents of active duty 
Retirees 
Dependents of retired/ 

deceased 
Others 

- 1974 PAS data actual use I- II_- --- 

7,835 2.6 5.4 
4,383 2.5 2.5 

12,970 2.2 2.7 

34,950 .8 
1.688 2.4 1:: 

Weighted average 1.5 2.6 

As shown above, DOD's 4 beds per 1,000 population cri- 
terion for active duty members and their dependents is not 
reflected in either expected or actual use. 

Using the beds-pet-l,000 factors, future needs can be 
estimated using future population estimates. Our projection 
for the Orlando hospital is shown below. 

. 
. 

Beneficiary category --- 

Estimated beds 
Projected pogula- needed in 1980 

tion 1980 Xumber Perce?it 

Active duty ’ 13,982 36 Dependents of active duty 8,493 21 8 
Retirees 13,694 30 25 
Dependents of retired/ 

deceased 37,225 30 25 
Others 1,690 4 3 . 

Total 75,OS0 121 = 00 
If it were determined that beneficiaries would use the new 
hospital at the same rates as in the past, 121 acute care 
beds would be needed for the new hospital with beds for re- 
tirees and dependents of retire; and deceased constituting 
about 50 percent of this requirement. Rowever, if DOD’s 
criteria of 5 petccnt more beds were used for these benefi- 
ciaries, there uould be a need for a facility uith only 
60 acute can-beds, A/ - 

w - w  

A/Use of a 7%percent occupancy rate for hospitals with an 
average daily patient load of less than 90 would result in 
a facility of approximately 65 acute care beds. 

’ * .  
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&Q&t care facilities --- 

As previously indicated some military patients could not 
be discharged to a barracks environment because suitable care 
is not available, and in these instances light care facilities 
are needed. . . -. 

Officials at Orlando said that a ‘holding company” was 
being established for light care patients who are discharged 
from the hospital but cannot return to full duty. When the 
holding company is fully operational, 3 to 10 patients a day 
are expected to reside there. The recruit dispensary at 
Orlando is being reduced in size from 150 beds to 75 beds 
and, according to hospital officials J will still have about 
35 beds available when modifications are complete. We be- 
lieve and the Navy agrees that the dispensary could be used 
to meet the light care needs at Orlando. 

ALTOS AIR FORCE HOSPITAL -- 

The new Air Force hospital at Altus will have reinforced 
I 
i 

concrete frame, floors, roof, and foundation and be partly 
one-story and partly two-story in design. As of September 

i 
19?6, tbc hospital was estimated to cost $11.4 Billion. 

I Size analysis 

WD estimated a need for 30 beds in the new Altus Hospi- 
tal without using its criterion of 4 beds per 1,000 active 
duty members and their dkpindentr. Instead, the estimate 
was based on the average daily patient load at the existing 
hospital during the period February 1974 tc Harch 1975. 
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Beneficiary ---I -- m_tegory 

Active duty 
Dependents of active dety 
Retirees 
Dependents of retired/ 

deceased 

Total 

Dispersion factor (note a! 
Additional 10 beds (note b) 
5 percent added for retired 

Total 

Total with rounding 

Average daily 
Eatient load -- 
Feb. 1974-G 

Mar. 1975 

2 - 

19 z 

Beds programed 
for 1980 -- 

5 
9 , --3.rc. . . . 

-  - r  

14 

2 
10 

2 -- 

28 = 

30 

;/The dispersion factor is included to allow for 8%percent 
~ . . - average bed occupancy rate. 

&/According ‘to DOD, 10 beds are included to “affect unpredict- . . * 

able variants in mission and population.’ 

Our evaluation of hospital use data provided by the Air Force 
showed that excessive patient length of stay has not been a 
problem at Altus. During 1975, the average length of stay for 
all beneficiaries, as well as for active duty patients alone, 
was about 4 days. This was well below the average length of 
stay for active duty members at the other facilities. Based 
on our analysis, DOD’s estimate appears adequate assuming the 
Altus beneficiary population does not change greatly in the 
future. Air Force population data indicated that the Altus 
population is expected to decrease by about 4 percent between 
1974 and 1981; an amount that would not greatly affect the 
projected 3G-bed requirement. 

\ 
. 

- -- 
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CHAPTER 4 

SCOPE OF REVIEW 

Our review was made at the Army Hospital, Fort Campbell, 
Kentucky: Air Force Hospital, Altus, Oklahoma; and Navy Hos- 
pital, Orlando, Florida; Office of the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Health Affairs: Offices of the Surgeons General 
of the Army and Air Force; and the Bureau of Medicine and 
Surgery; Washington, D-C. 

In reviewing planning for these hospitals and in analyz- 
ing hospital size, we looked at: 

--Past patterns of use, giving special attention to length- 
of-stay statistics and how they compare to community hos- 
pital data, 

--Population served by the hospital health facility. 

--Availability of other nearby Federal and nonfederal 
health facilities. Our review at nonfederal facilities 
aimed at identifying excess bed capacities and not to- 
ward evaluating the willingness of physicians to treat 
military patients in civilian hospitals under CHAMPUS. . 

I 

Our primary sources of hospital use statistics were 
magnetic tape records maintained by the Army Command Healtiz 
Information Systems and Biostatistics Agency, Fort Sam Houston, 
Texas; the Air Force Biometrics Division, Washington, D.C.; 
and the Naval Medical Data Service Center, Bethesda, Maryland. 
The magnetic tapes contained information on all patients dis- 
charged from the hospitals in calendar year 1974. The tapes 
were virified by comparing a random sample of data for patients 
discharged in the month of November 1974 against medical records 
on file at the hospitals. 

The average length of stay data for civilian hospitals 
I used in our analysis was obtained from the Commission on Pro- 

fessional and Hospital Activities, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Their 
Professional Activity Study group publishes awerage length- 

[ 
of-stay statistics by diagnostic category and age for patients 
discharged from member hospitals. Hember hospitals use PAS 

-. -~ data as a measure of their ownsfficiency in treating patients. 
The identities of the individual hospitals included in this 

1 data were not revealed in any way, Any analysis, interpretation, 
or conclusion based on this data is ours and the Commission 
specifically disclaims responsibility for any such analysis. 
interpretation , or conclusion. 

.’ 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

Honorable Elmer 6. Starts 
Camptroller Cenerrl of the United St~ces 
Ccnar~l Accouncial; Jf f lee 
441 C Strwr. N.Y. 
Uwhir&ton, D.C. 2Q%tl 

Ic is our uaderrrandinp tbc tht Depar~meat of &tease kr Lt. f&al 
ywr 1977 budgtf may request over S2M million for chr o~wcn~erloa ad 
rcnwrtion of hsaptcals l d relared facilttLar. The Caittu om Appro- 
priations is concerned that rho Deperruac of Deferso my be werbuildiog 
horp’itil facLlicrvo*md vouLd like ‘zbr Gental r&mcfag Office-cd rovimm 
the methodology of the Services end cbe Offfm of th Seemtarp of C8fsnm 
far planning and l pprwing tha eocutrucclw or nnov~tlw of rdiul fa- 
ctlir1ea. Ye would lib to have your report ln ck Ttbr the l pproprlacLta 
hearings on rhlr cattar. uhicb codd k as early aa April, 1976. 

Tha reosonablowra of DOU’e pluming formala of 4 b&m per 1,080 
populacma *erred, end thr approprLateneo8 of ddi~imu mh to tha fad 
for ltghr ewe facilstbs end ~cient trmefere. 

M analysis of the ImapLtala’ current uortloul by beneficiary 
utegory, uith ~pactil eapharia on cbs perconcap of trmaanc of d1Lury 
recwws, lrngh of stay, and hau rhtr worklo& lnfluuur the propored 
Ird rut%. 

. . 
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